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QUESTION 1

Which index will contain useful error messages when troubleshooting ITSI issues? 

A. _introspection 

B. _internal 

C. itsi_summary 

D. itsi_notable_audit 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/EA/TroubleshootRE 

 

QUESTION 2

In maintenance mode, which features of KPIs still function? 

A. KPI searches will execute but will be buffered until the maintenance window is over. 

B. KPI searches still run during maintenance mode, but results go to itsi_maintenance_summaryindex. 

C. New KPIs can be created, but existing KPIs are locked. 

D. KPI calculations and threshold settings can be modified. 

Correct Answer: A 

It\\'s a best practice to schedule maintenance windows with a 15- to 30-minute time buffer before and after you start and
stop your maintenance work. This gives the system an opportunity to catch up with the maintenance state and reduces
the chances of ITSI generating false positives during maintenance operations. 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/Configure/AboutMW 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is a valid type of Multi-KPI Alert? 

A. Score over composite. 

B. Value over time. 

C. Status over time. 

D. Rise over run. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/SI/MKA 



 

QUESTION 4

When changing a service template, which of the following will be added to linked services by default? 

A. Thresholds. 

B. Entity Rules. 

C. New KPIs. 

D. Health score. 

Correct Answer: B 

Link multiple services to a service template to manage them collectively in IT Service Intelligence (ITSI). A service can
only be linked to one service template at a time. When you link a service to a service template, any existing KPIs in the
service are preserved and KPIs in the template are added to the service. You can choose to append, replace, or keep
entity rules. 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/SI/LinkST 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following are the default ports that must be configured on Splunk to use ITSI? 

A. SplunkWeb (8405), SplunkD (8519), and HTTP Collector (8628) 

B. SplunkWeb (8089), SplunkD (8088), and HTTP Collector (8000) 

C. SplunkWeb (8000), SplunkD (8089), and HTTP Collector (8088) 

D. SplunkWeb (8088), SplunkD (8089), and HTTP Collector (8000) 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://splunk.github.io/docker-splunk/ARCHITECTURE.html 

 

QUESTION 6

How do you automatically restrict a KPI to only the entities in its service, and generate KPI values for each entity? 

A. Select “Yes” for both “Split by Entity” and “Filter to Entities in Service”. 

B. Select “No” for “Split by Entity” and “Yes” for “Filter to Entities in Service”. 

C. Select “Yes” for “Split by Entity” and “No” for “Filter to Entities in Service”. 

D. Select “No” for both “Split by Entity” and “Filter to Entities in Service”. 

Correct Answer: A 



Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/SI/BaseSearch 

 

QUESTION 7

In Episode Review, what is the result of clicking an episode\\'s Acknowledge button? 

A. Assign the current user as owner. 

B. Change status from New to Acknowledged. 

C. Change status from New to In Progress and assign the current user as owner. 

D. Change status from New to Acknowledged and assign the current user as owner. 

Correct Answer: C 

When an episode warrants investigation, the analyst acknowledges the episode, which moves the status from New to In
Progress. 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/EA/EpisodeOverview 

 

QUESTION 8

When creating a custom deep dive, what color are services/KPIs in maintenance mode within the topology view? 

A. Gray 

B. Purple 

C. Gear Icon 

D. Blue 

Correct Answer: A 

Services, entities, and KPIs that are fully or partially impacted by a maintenance window appear in a dark gray color on
pages that display health scores, including service analyzers, service and entity details pages, glass tables, multi-KPI
alerts, and deep dives. 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/Configure/AboutMW 

 

QUESTION 9

Which glass table feature can be used to toggle displaying KPI values from more than one service on a single widget? 

A. Service templates. 

B. Service dependencies. 

C. Ad-hoc search. 



D. Service swapping. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/SI/Visualizations#collapseDesktop8 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is a best practice for identifying the most effective services with which to start an iterative ITSI
deployment? 

A. Only include KPIs if they will be used in multiple services. 

B. Analyze the business to determine the most critical services. 

C. Focus on low-level services. 

D. Define a large number of key services early. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/SI/MKA 

 

QUESTION 11

When deploying ITSI on a distributed Splunk installation, which component must be installed on the search head(s)? 

A. SA-ITOA 

B. ITSI app 

C. All ITSI components 

D. SA-ITSI-Licensechecker 

Correct Answer: D 

Install SA-ITSI-Licensechecker and SA-UserAccess on any license master in a distributed or search head cluster
environment. If a search head in your environment is also a license master, the license master components are installed
when you install ITSI on the search heads. 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/Install/InstallDD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following is the best use case for configuring a Multi-KPI Alert? 

A. Comparing content between two notable events. 

B. Using machine learning to evaluate when data falls outside of an expected pattern. 



C. Comparing anomaly detection between two KPIs. 

D. Raising an alert when one or more KPIs indicate an outage is occurring. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ITSI/4.10.2/SI/MKA 
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